An optimal resource allocation strategy for MIMO relay system is considered in simultaneous wireless information and energy transfer network, where two users with multiple antennas communicate with each other assisted by an energy harvesting MIMO relay that gathers energy from the received signal by applying time switching scheme and forwards the received signal by using the harvesting energy. It is focused on the precoder design and resource allocation strategies for the system to allocate the resources among the nodes in decode-and-forward (DF) mode. Specifically, optimal precoder design and energy transfer strategy in MIMO relay channel are firstly proposed. Then, we formulate the resource allocation optimization problem. The closed-form solutions for the time and power allocation are derived. It is revealed that the solution can flexibly allocate the resource for the MIMO relay channel to maximize the sum rate of the system. Simulation results demonstrated that the performance of the proposed algorithm outperforms the traditional fixed method.
Introduction
Wireless power transfer technology, where the receiver can scavenge energy from the received signals, has recently attracted much attention in academia and industry [1, 2] . It is a promising technology to overcome the bottleneck of energy constrained wireless networks. The nodes collect the energy from radio frequency (RF) signals to charge their batteries by the electromagnetic radiation theory [3] . RF energy transfer can be fully controlled and fit for the scenarios with strict quality of service constraints. Meanwhile, the conventional renewable energy resources (wind/solar/tide energy) are not satisfied with these scenarios due to their intermittent and unpredictable properties [4] .
The concept of simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) is first proposed by Varshney in [5] . In [6] , Zhou et al. proposed the SWIPT architecture for receiver design and suggested two methods to distinguish information and energy: time switching (TS) and power splitting (PS). Considering cochannel interference, an optimal design is proposed for outage-energy tradeoff and rate-energy tradeoff in SWIPT [7] . In [8] [9] [10] , researchers extend this concept to MIMO, OFDM, and cooperation system. Zhang Rui considers a MIMO broadcasting method for SWIPT. The optimal precoder design is proposed and the rate-energy region is obtained in MIMO scenarios [11] . Considering the limited feedback constraint, an optimal beamforming design to trade off the energy harvesting and information transfer in multiple antennas system is investigated [12] . The work in [13] proposes an amplify-andforward relaying protocol for SWIPT with TS and PS mode and investigates the influence of different parameters on the system performance. In [14] , the throughput for a Gaussian relay network with energy harvesting constraint is analyzed. Ding et al. proposed several power allocation strategies to optimize the outage probability in DF cooperative network where multiple source-destination pairs communicate via a shared energy harvesting relay [15] . Combing MIMO and cooperative technology, Krikidis et al. investigates a lowcomplexity antenna switching between decoding/rectifying in order to achieve optimal outage probability with simultaneous information and energy transfer in [16] .
In this paper, we focus on a general MIMO cooperative network, where two users communicated with each other via an energy harvesting relay. Specifically, each node is equipped with multiple antennas. The relaying transmission is powered by the scavenged energy from the signals sent by the users. Assuming that the battery of the relay is sufficiently large, the relay can accumulate a significant amount of power for relaying transmission. The aim of this paper is to analyze the precoder design for the source node and the relay node to optimize the system performance and study how to efficiently distribute the time resource between information transmission and power transfer. Moreover, the optimal power allocation strategies for the system are also investigated.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model and the basic notation. In Section 3, we present the proposed precoder design for DF model, Moreover, the optimal transmission ratio between energy transfer and information transmission is also derived. Simulation results and comparisons are given in Section 4, and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
System Model
We consider a MIMO energy harvesting (EH) cooperative network with two users and a relay node as shown in Figure 1 . All nodes operate in half-duplex mode. Two users are equipped with antennas and fix power supply. They cannot communicate with each other directly. They exchange the messages assisted by the energy harvesting relay node. The relay node is battery-free and equipped with antennas. It can scavenge the energy from its observation. We adopt time switching method to charge the battery. It means that the relay node harvests the energy from RF signals transmitted by the users and uses this energy to relay users' information.
The relaying protocol with energy harvesting can be stated as follows.
In the first phase (Slot 1), the source terminal transmits the signal to the energy harvesting relay node with precoder matrix S EH ∈ C × for energy transfer. It is worth noting that the EH receiver at the relay node does not need to convert the received signal from the RF band to the baseband for scavenging the carried energy. Nevertheless, according to the law of energy conservation, it can be supposed that the total harvested RF-band power is proportional to that of the received baseband signal. The harvested energy can be normalized by the baseband symbol period from all receiving antennas at the EH receiver. Therefore, the scavenged power at the relay node can be presented as
where x ∈ C ×1 denotes the data symbol to be transmitted by source user. In addition, we assume that there is a power constraint at the transmitter across all transmitting antennas denoted as tr(S 1 ) ≤ , where S 1 = S EH x(S EH x) indicates the covariance matrix of transmit signal in the first phase. H ∈ C × denotes the channel coefficients between the relay and the source terminals; (0 < < 1) is the energy conversion efficiency at the relay node . (0 < < 1/2) denotes the percentage of transmission time allocated to the EH time phase. For simplicity, it is assumed in (1) that the scavenged energy due to the background noise at the EH receiver is negligible and thus can be ignored.
In the second phase (Slot 2), the source terminal transmits the signal to the energy harvesting relay node with precoder matrix S ID ∈ C × for information decoding (ID). The relay's detection is based on the following observation:
where y denotes the received signal at the relay node. n ∈ C ×1 is the additional Gaussian noise vector for the baseband signal and n ∼ CN(0, I). The transmit power constraint should be also maintained ‖S ID x‖ 2 ≤ . The throughput of the system within the second phase can be expressed as
where S = S ID x(S ID x) denotes the covariance matrix of transmit signal. We consider a DF relay protocol for the MIMO relaying network with energy harvesting. The relay node will decode the signal and reconstruct the message x ∈ C ×1 for the transmission in the third phase. Furthermore, the relay node simultaneously processes and forwards the received signals using the harvested energy.
It is noted that the total duration for the first and second phase is half of the total transmission of the relay system. It can maintain the consistence with the conventional relay transmission protocol that the durations of the first hop and the second hop are the same. Then, the consumed energy of the transmitter in proposed protocol is the same with conventional relay transmission protocol. Therefore, the simulation comparison in Section 4 is fair for all the mentioned algorithms.
In the third phase (Slot 3), the relay node broadcasts the signal with precoder matrix S BC ∈ C × by using a multiplexing strategy. The received signal y at the destination terminal can be presented as
International Journal of Antennas and Propagation 3 where G ∈ C × denotes the channel coefficients between the relay and the destination terminal. The additional Gaussian noise at the destination terminal is n ∈ C ×1 ∼ CN(0, I), noted that the relay node is battery-free. It needs to scavenge energy from the received signal in the first phase. Therefore, the energy constraint (1/2)‖S BC x ‖ 2 ≤ in the third phase would be maintained. Then the data rate of the destination terminal can be expressed as
where S = S BC x (S BC x ) denotes the covariance matrix of broadcast signal. Then, the rate in DF cooperative network with energy harvesting can be presented as
In the following, we will investigate the optimal transmit precoder matrix S EH , S ID , and S BC to maximize the transported energy efficiency and information rate for the relay node. Moreover, the optimal time switching ratio is also analyzed to maximize the system throughput.
Problem Formulation and Optimal Solution
In this section, we formulate the optimal problem to maximize the system throughput. Consider the three-phase MIMO link from the transmitter to the relay node and the relay node to the receiver; the optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
Since there are too many variables in the optimization problem, the energy constraint and rate in relay node with energy harvesting are nonconcave function for ; it is difficult to solve this problem directly.
In the following, we propose dividing the original problem into four subproblems. Each subproblem can be solved efficiently by using convex optimization technology.
Consider the MIMO link of the first phase from the transmitter to the relay node; the design objective in this case is to maximize the scavenged power. Subproblem (1) can be formulated as
Since the objective function is monotonically increasing of , we will focus the issue on the S EH optimal design. Applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) method, the MIMO link between transmitter and the relay node can be decoupled into several independent subchannels:
where U ∈ C × and V ∈ C × are complex unitary matrix, each of which consists of orthogonal columns with unit norm. Moreover Σ = diag{√ℎ 1 , √ℎ 2 , . . . , √ℎ }, = min{ , } with the singular values in order of decreasing size. Then applying eigenvalue decomposition method S 1 can be expressed as
where 
whereh is the column element of HV 1 . Apparently, in order to maximize the scavenged power , we just need to find the maximum value of all ‖h ‖ 2 and allocate all power to this subchannel. The inequality can be expressed as
Considering (9), the value of v 1,1 in V 1 is the first column of V corresponding to the largest singular value of H, which is √ℎ 1 . In this scenario, the equality of (13) would hold. Therefore, the optimal solution for subproblem (1) can be obtained as
And the optimal harvested power at the relay node is
Consider the MIMO link of the second phase from the transmitter to the relay node; the design objective in this case is to maximize the data rate over the MIMO channel. Subproblem (2) can be formulated as
It is a typical optimization problem of MIMO system [17] . Applying the SVD method, the optimal solution can be obtained as follows:
where Λ ID = diag{ 2,1 , 2,2 , . . . , 2, }, = min{ , }. Apparently, the water-filling power allocation solution would maximize the data rate of the MIMO channel. It can be stated as follows:
where is the constant water level that makes the sum power of all subchannels satisfy the power constraint of ∑ =1 2, ≤ . Therefore, the sum rate of the system within the second phase can be presented as
Consider the MIMO link of the third phase from the relay node to the receiver; the design objective in this case is also to maximize the data rate over the MIMO channel. The subproblem can be formulated as
Supposing that is fixed, the optimal solution is the same as in the second phase, which has the following form:
where V ∈ C × is the unitary matrix obtained from the SVD of G, presented as G = U Σ BC V , where Σ BC = diag{ √ 1 , √ 2 , . . . , √ } with the singular values in order of decreasing size. Λ BC = diag{ ,1 , ,2 , . . . , , } denotes the power values assigned to the subchannels. Then, just like the case in the second phase, the optimal power allocation for the subchannels in the MIMO channel of the third phase can be given as
where is the constant water level that makes the sum power of all subchannels satisfy the power constraint of (1/2) ∑ =1 , ≤ . And the sum rate can be presented as
Until now, the original problem can be reformulated as maximize = min ( , )
Due to the rate constraint of the DF protocol, the optimal point of the problem would be obtained when the rates of two hops are equal. In other words, the following formula must be established:
Since ℎ , is known within each transmission period, the optimal * 2, can be calculated through (18) . Then we can set ∑ =1 log 2 (1 + * 2, ℎ ) as a fixed valuẽ. Substitute (22), (26) into (25); we can get a function with only one variable as follows:
It is a nonlinear logarithmic equation. It can be solved efficiently by using library function "fzero" in Matlab. While the optimal * is found, the optimal * can be given as
In summary, we proposed an optimal transmission strategy for MIMO relay network with energy harvesting. The whole transmission is divided into three phases. For the first phase, an energy beamforming precoder matrix to maximize the scavenged power at the relay node is proposed. For the second and third phase, we proposed a spatial multiplexing precoder matrix to obtain the maximum data rate. Moreover, the optimal time switching ratio is also investigated to balance the power transfer and information transmission. System rate (bit/s/Hz)
The transmit power P (dBmW)
Proposed method Same precoder design method Random antenna switching method Antenna switching method in [18] Fixed ratio for the EH and ID method 
Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of MIMO relay network with energy harvesting would be investigated. For comparison, we adopt four reference methods: (1) the same precoder matrix for the first and second phase with optimal time switching ratio; (2) the optimal precoder matrix for the first and second phase with fixed time switching ratio; (3) random antenna switching for energy harvesting and information transmission; and (4) antenna switching scheme in [18] . Two users and relay node are distributed in a one-dimensional region. Suppose that two terminals are separated in a normalized distance. Denote the distance between transmitters and relay node as and for destination terminal as (1 − ). Suppose the large scale path loss factor = 3; the channel coefficients between relay and terminals would have additional large scale path loss Ω 1 = −3 , Ω 2 = (1 − ) −3 , respectively. We set the noise power as −60 dBmW.
First, we evaluate the system throughput of all the mentioned methods. Suppose that each node equipped 4 antennas. The relay node is in the middle of the source terminal and destination terminal. Figure 2 shows the performance of all the mentioned methods under different transmit power. It shows that the proposed solution outperforms other methods. For method (1), the power loss due to the energy beamforming precoder matrix design is not optimal. The power transfer through the subchannels with low coefficients would waste the source energy; the performance gap especially would be apparently in high transmit power region. For method (2), the fixed ratio for energy transfer and information would not balance the rate and available energy The distance between relay node and source terminal (d)
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Fixed ratio for the EH and ID method Random antenna switching method Antenna switching method in [18] Proposed method Same precoder design method for the third phase. For example, if the power scavenged in the first phase with fixed splitting ratio is small. Then, it cannot surpport the information transmission of the third phase, since the target rate of third phase is constraint by the second transmission phase with the fixed splitting ratio. For method (3), it was proposed to divide the antennas into energy harvesting mode and information received mode with optimal precoder design during the first phase. In low transmit power region, the scavenged power is the bottleneck for the system throughput. In high transmit power region, since each antenna would have the good channel condition, the performance is close to the proposed method. For method (4), it was proposed to select the proper antenna working at energy harvesting mode or information decoding mode by analyzing the channel condition of each antenna. But the algorithm did not consider the precoder design to improve the system performance. The performance loss would be increased especially in high transmit power region. Next, considering the total transmit power is 20 dBmW, we investigate the influence on the rate with the different distance between relay node and users. Figure 3 shows that the performance would decrease when the distance between source terminals and relay node increases. It is because that the harvested energy and the received signal strength at the relay node would be decreased due to the large path loss. Moreover, the proposed method outperforms other solutions. Random antenna switching method would decrease the performance at the long distance due to the large path loss. It demonstrated that the proposed method can balance the harvested energy and the rates of the two hops to maximum system throughput in different scenarios.
Conclusions
In this paper, an optimal transmission strategy for DF MIMO relay network with energy harvesting is investigated. It is proposed to design optimal precoders specifically for energy harvesting and information transmission. For energy harvesting, an energy beamforming matrix is designed to scavenge maximum power during the finite time. For information transmission, traditional SVD method is adopted. Moreover, the optimal ratio of the time between energy harvesting and information transmission is also derived. Numerical results show that the proposed method outperforms other traditional methods. In future work, optimal strategy with QoS constraint for multiple relay nodes would be further investigated.
